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I. INTRODUCTION 
Regge pole models have been used in the description of fundamental 
particle interactions for a number of years and while the models have been 
extensively used to describe high energy data l ittle work has been done 
toward applying the models at low energy. By "high" energy we mean 
asymptotically high, above all resonance production levels; and by "low" 
energy we mean the range of energies from near threshold through the 
production of important resonances. The main reason for the lack of 
studies of Regge pole models at low energy is that the obtaining of a 
suitable model has been difficult whereas at high energy a useable model 
is easy to obtain. This also serves to comment on the preponderance of 
phenomenological papers published which deal with high energy limits, 
despite the fact that the preponderance of available data is at low to 
intermediate energy. 
The success of asymptotic Regge models has been remarkable despite 
certain conceptual and technical problems. For instance, no one has yet 
shown how to make Regge models satisfy both uni tarity and crossing 
symmetry. Nevertheless, the theory of fundamental particle interactions 
is in such a mess that phenomenologists are willing to try anything at 
least once; and a model which describes any reasonable amount of data 
usually finds a home with a number of theorists. This is probably the 
reason for the fairly long life of the idea; furthermore, Regge pole studies 
can be quite adventuresome. One does not really know from where he is 
starting (in terms of physical assumptions) — let alone where he is likely 
to fini sh. 
Because of the successes of asymptotic Regge theories there is motiva-
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tion to make inquiries into the usefulness of low energy theories. The 
main obstacles to be disposed of are to a considerable extent mathematical. 
The most obvious obstacle is the fact that the usual representation diverges 
for forward scattering. We shall discuss this problem and others in detail 
as we attempt to find a representation suitable for describing low energy 
data. 
In this work we shall derive a model to be used for studying low energy 
data from a partial wave analysis in the general case when the colliding 
particles can have any spin. Our formalism will be seen to have considerable 
latitude in the sense that it will be possible to test a wide variety of 
Regge-like models. Such a formalism for general spin does not appear in 
the literature and is a useful contribution to the study of many interactions 
of practical interest, such as pion-proton scattering. 
In the first several sections of Chapter II we review some of the basic 
theory which is relevant to our discussion of the general spin case. 
Section G. The review sections sketch most of the derivations which are 
easily found in the literature but give some detail on others which are not 
so easily found. The best example of the latter case is the derivation of 
the orthonormaiity relation for rotation matrix elements in the case of a 
complex angular momentum label on one of the functions. Section G describes 
the main original theoretical developments reported in this dissertation. 
Finally, in Chapter III we show some results of a preliminary numerical 
investigation for the specific case of pion-proton elastic scattering. It 
will become evident that further numerical work is needed but that our 
results are encouraging. 
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11. THEORY 
A. TWO Particle Collision Kinematics 
In the description of fundamental particle interactions it is con­
venient to describe the scattering probability amplitude in terms of the 
relativistically invariant Mandelstam variables s, t, and u. With the 
four-momentum vectors defined as suggested by Fig. 1 we define 
s = (P| + = (P3 + (I) 
t = (P] + Pj)^ = (P2 + P^)^ (2) 
u = (P, + P^)^ = (P2 + Pj)^ - (3) 
The four-momentum vectors can be written, for example, in the center-of-
mass system for particles 1 and 2 as 
P, = (E,. As,2) (4) 
P2 ~ " ^^512^ '  (5) 
Similarly, for particles 3 and 4 we write 
P3 = (E3, (6) 
P4 = (E4' - ^34) • (7) 
E^j for instance, denotes the total center-of-mass system energy of 
particle 1 while 's the corresponding momentum three-vector. Because 
of the relation between energy and momentum for relativistic particles we 
have the constraints 
2 _ 2 2 2 p, = E, - q;,2 = m, (8) 
2 , 2  2  2  
P2 = ^2 - 1sl2 = ""2 (9) 
2 , 2 2 2 
P3 -h CO) 
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2 _ 2 2 2 
Pif = ^4 - As34 = *"4 • (11) 
2 Since s = (Ej + E^) is the total center-of-mass system energy squared 
for the process 1 + 2 -* 3 + 4 (a bar over a particle number denotes the 
anti-particle) this process is called the s-channel. Similarly, since 
t = (E| + Eg)^ and u = (Ej + the processes 1 + 3 2 + 4 and 1 + 4 -» 
2 + 3  a r e  c a l l e d  t h e  t -  a n d  u - c h a n n e l  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  s ,  t ,  a n d  u  a r e  n o t  a l l  
independent variables but instead satisfy a linear relation 
4 2 
s + t  +  u =  E  m :  ( 1 2 )  
i=l ' 
which is derived from conservation of four-momentum 
2 P; = 0 . (13) 
The center-of-mass system energies and three-momenta are 
E, = 2s/T ni/ - mg^) (14) 
Eg = (s + - mj^) (15) 
E3 = (s + - m^^) (16) 
E4 =  2s / r  +  >"4^  "  07 )  
*^512 ^ "ïs— m2)^][s - (m^ - m^)^] (18) 
^s34 "4s— [s - (m^ + m^)^][s - (m^ - m^)^] . (19) 
From Eqs. 14 to 19 it is evident that s alone determines the energies and 
momenta of all four particles in the center-of-mass system. 
The scattering angle, 0^, is defined as the angle between the 
directions of motion of particles 1 and 3 as observed in the center-of-
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mass system. It can be related to s and t by using Eqs. 1, 2,  14, and 15 
to obtai n 
cos 8^ = - "2^""^' - "4^) (20) 
Sizes'. 
where 
^ 2 Z 5 z m. . (21 ) 
i  = l ' 
We could similarly define 6^ and 6^ for t- and u-channel processes and 
obtain relations analogous to Eq. 20. 
Throughout the remainder of this work we shall denote cos 8^ by the 
symbol z. 
B. Partial Wave Analysis 
In this section we shall introduce the idea of a partial wave analysis 
for the case of spinless particles. The scattering amplitude for a 
process, which contains all the information relative to physical observables 
for that process, is assumed to have no azimuthal dependence. It can 
therefore be regarded as a complex function of any two of the three variables 
s, t, and u and is usually written as a function of s and t for an s-channel 
process. Thus the scattering amplitude, F(s, t), depends only upon total 
center-of-mass system energy and upon the center-of-mass system scattering 
angle 0^. 
Because of the completeness of the Legendre polynomials for dependence 
upon polar angle, the scattering amplitude can be expanded in a partial wave 
series of terms with definite angular momentum, 
F(s,t) = Z (t + 1/2) f,(s) P ( z )  . (22) 
1=0 II. 
6 
The partial wave amplitudes, f (s), are determined from the orthogonality 
of the Legendre polynomials and are formally given by 
1 
f, (s) = J dz P^(z) F(s, t) . (23) 
- 1  
Ordinarily, they are written in terms of phase shift parameters 
f,(s) = T1,(S) - 1 ,24) 
I  2i 
where T|^ is the elasticity and is the partial wave phase shift. 
For certain well-known cases in which the interaction potential for the 
process is simple it is possible to work out the details of the partial 
wave amplitudes explicitly; however, as the complexity of the process 
increases the details of such calculations rapidly become prohibitive. 
Since the partial wave amplitudes are intimately connected with the 
details of the dynamics it is possible, in principle, to obtain useful 
information about the dynamics, once given the partial wave amplitudes. 
In practice, the extraction of such information is anything but straight­
forward and we will find it necessary to resort to any method which is 
likely to give us any information whatsoever. 
Partial wave analysis fits to the data usually result in several 
equally good fits, making it necessary to impose reasonable constraints to 
reduce the number of fits. These constraints include continuity, uni tarity, 
and sometimes dispersion relations. in the end, it is usually possible to 
pick out a unique solution to the partial wave analysis fitting so that one 
can, with some confidence, assume that a scattering amplitude reconstructed 
from such partial wave analyses is a good representation of both the data 
and the physics hidden in the data. 
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in the next section we discuss some of the formalism for the partial 
wave analysis of a scattering amplitude for particles with spin and in 
following sections we show how the extraction of physically meaningful 
information from the amplitude might be done, showing the results of some 
preliminary investigations into the pion-proton elastic scattering amplitude. 
C. The Jacob-Wick Formalism 
If the colliding particles have spin the description of the scattering 
amplitude in terms of partial wave amplitudes is similar to that mentioned 
above but is somewhat more complicated. Historically, the method which 
was first employed specified the components of the spins along some axis, 
usually chosen parallel to the direction of motion of the incident particle 
in the laboratory reference system. The resulting expression for the 
scattering amplitude was considerably more complicated in appearance (1) 
than was the expression later derived by Jacob and Wick (2). 
The Jacob-Wick formalism makes it evident that it is physically more 
meaningful to specify the component of the spin of a particle along the 
direction of its motion. This component is called the helicity and has the 
important property of being invariant under rotations. We denote the heli-
cities of the incoming particles by and ^2 ^nd that of the outgoing 
particles by and and consider a two-particle state denoted by 
|p e tp by means of a rotation given by 
R = e-'vJz e'%^z (25) 
cp, e, -tp 
where the operators J^ and J^ generate rotations about the y- and z-axes 
respectively. We have 
|P e dp e, -tp iP ° ° ^1^2^ (26) 
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To expand the state given by Eq. 26 in terms of states with definite 
angular momentum, J, and z-component of angular momentum, it is neces­
sary to evaluate the matrix element 
( P ® (p ^1^2 ^ 
= <P e cp e, -tp ^ tp, e, ^ ^1^2^ '  (^7) 
From group theory we know that states of definite J and all possible 
values of M form an irreducible representation of the rotation group 
and, as such, transform among themselves under a rotation. That is, if we 
perform a rotation on a state j j the result is expressible as a linear 
combination of states IJ M') where M' takes on all allowable values. Thus 
V 8, -,piJ (28) 
where 
0„\ te 9, -<p) = <J 1"^  e, -vlJ P9) 
Since the rotation operator is unitary (i.e., R '  = where R^ is the 
Hermitian adjoint of R) this gives 
e, .,1J »> = s IJ "m. (% % -9) . (30) 
From Eq. 27 we then have 
(P ® cp ^ \j\2^ 
~ ^ ~fp)^p 0 ® (31) 
M' 
The matrix element (p 0 0 M' vanishes unless the z-component 
of angular momentum is the same for the bra and ket vectors. The z-
component of angular momentum for the bra vector (p 0 0 just 
9 
X =  -  \ 2  (32) 
since the momentum is in the positive z direction. Thus 
<P cp kjXglJ ^ Xj\2^ ~ (cp, Q, -fp)<P 0 0 * (33) 
From the normalization conditions 
<J'H. X,' t, ' |J M AjX,) = ^2. 
<p G' tp' )P * 9 A jA.2> 
= 6(tp - %')6(cos 8 - cos 6')6 -, i  fi, , i (35) 
1 1  ^ 2  2  
together wi th 
"V) = h (cos Q) (36) 
dw^M (cos e) a ( J  M' |e-'*Jy U M> (3 7) 
.f ^ 2J+1 ®JJ' (38) 
- 1  
we finally get 
,2J+I 
<p e cp XiXgjj M X,X2> = (ifSr) % (9, e. -9) • (39) 
The properties of à^^{z) are discussed in Section F. 
With the aid of Eq. 39 we can expand the plane-wave S-matrix elements 
<p e tp x^x^IsIp' e' cp' \,\2^ 
JMJ'M' (P ® T ^2^4! J ^ ^ SI J'M'\ j\2^ 
X (J' M' I P' e' tp' X,X2^ (40) 
10 
J'M' 
X <J M X3\^jSlJ'M'\,\2> (41) 
where X. = Aj ~ ^2' ^ = kg - The Wigner-Eckart Theorem enables us to 
simplify Eq. 41 by using 
(J M ISI J'M'\ j\2^ ~ ® J '^ (42) 
to obtai n 
<p e cp XgA^jsIp' e' cp' 
= % (Vf 6'^  -9')(&2&4'S |^\,\2)" (43) 
JM 
We now choose the z-axis such that ©' = 0 and use 
to get 
(P 9 * kgttlslp 0 0 \,\2> 
= J (V' % -9X^3^41 J^2^ (45) 
= s (^ ) e"*-"'' <(w(z)(\3\k|sJ|\,\2) . (46) 
In Eq. 46 we have used the fact that d^ (z) is real. This is the main 
result of the Jacob-Wick formalism and it gives the formal expansion of the 
S-matrix in terms of partial wave helicity amplitudes of definite total 
angular momentum for any two body process. 
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In this work we are placing particular emphasis on the pion-proton 
elastic scattering process so let us re-state these results in a form directly 
applicable to that process. The pion is spinless while the proton is a spin 
one-half particle so that ~ ~ and À9 = + = + y » This suggests 
that we use a simpler notation 
<0, i j ls^lo, ± . (47) 
Thus we have four - matrix elements; namely, S^_. Since 
parity is a valid symmetry for the strong interaction, these four reduce to 
two independent matrix elements 
C ' si 
St = si . 
S-matrix uni tarity requires 
J 2 J 2 
isii + isii . 1 
C si + si' si = 0. (49) 
Eq. 49 can be simplified by constructing parity eigenstates. Let P 
denote the parity operator and and erg, TI2 the intrinsic spins and 
parities of particles 1 and 2 respectively. Then (3) 
P(J M XjXgï ~ 7^T^(-1)^ IJ M (50) 
so for a pion-proton system 
P|J M ± ) = - (-l)J"1/2|j M _ >. (51) 
From this we construct parity eigenstates since 
12 
P[ I j M +> + !J M -)] = - (-] !J M +> + |J M -)] (52) 
P[jj M+) - IJ M -)] = -(-1)^ M +) - IJ M -)] . (53 ) 
For states of definite orbital angular momentum L and spin S 
P|J M L S> = 11,112 (-1)'" IJ M L S> (54) 
so we see that the states [|j M + Ij M -)] have definite orbital angular 
momentum L = J + 1/2. These states of definite L di agonal ize the S"^-
matrix so we consider matrix elements of among these states and define 
the diagonal elements by 
SJTI/2 = si ± si- • (55) 
Using this, condition 49 reduces to 
2 2 
|Sj-l/2I = lSj+1/2! = '  • (56) 
It is therefore natural to take 
t/2 = eZ'SJl'/Z (57) 
where real functions of energy. 
If the energy is above the first inelastic threshold the off-diagona] 
S-matrix elements are not all zero in which case the only useful informa­
tion given by uni tarity is that all S-matrix elements are bounded in 
magnitude by unity. Thus in general we write 
S  = 7 1  E ^ ' 6 J + ] / 2  
^J+1/2 ^J+1/2® ~ (58) 
where T| and 5 are real and 0 ^ ^ '• Thie independent T-matrix 
elements are 
13 
if . = S++ - 1 (59) 
+ T 
21 
= - fj+l/2 (60) 
where 2ï5j+ j/2 
From Eqs. 46, 60, and 61 we can write down the properly normalized scat­
tering probability amplitudes which we denote by (s, t) 
t) = 1 (2J+I) (z)(:j2V2_lW2 , . (62) 
The upper (lower) sign gives the probability of scattering with no helicity 
flip (helicity flip) and is usually referred to as the non-flip (flip) 
ampli tude. 
From these amplitudes we can calculate the differential cross section 
(W) 
and the polarization 
' • • 
We next consider a method by which we might be able to extract a small 
amount of understanding of the dynamical properties of a system from the 
experimentally reconstructed scattering amplitude. 
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D. The Sommerfeld-Watson Transform 
Though our main emphasis is on the scattering of particles with spin 
it is worthwhile to discuss some of the basic Regge formalism in terms of 
spinless particles. In this section we shall forgo some of the rigor in 
favor of emphasizing the gross features of the formalism. The notion of 
"signature", for example, will not be introduced until we consider spinning 
particles. It is the purpose of this section to motivate and partially 
highlight our discussion for particles with arbitrary spin. 
Eq. 22 may be aesthetically pleasing in its simplicity but as it 
stands it is devoid of physical meaning except insofar as it expresses 
rotational invariance. By fitting experimental data with partial wave 
amplitudes we are, in effect, only obtaining a mathematical expansion of a 
tabulated function by using expansion functions which are well suited to 
the expansion but are, nevertheless, somewhat arbitrary. We could, if 
we so desired, use any set of linearly independent functions to make a 
mathematical expansion of the scattering amplitude. 
More to the point in attempting to discover some of the details of 
the scattering dynamics is a determination of the analytic properties of 
the amplitude or partial wave amplitudes when considered as complex 
functions of complex energy and complex angular momentum. For example, a 
pole in the scattering amplitude can be shown(4) to correspond to a bound 
state (or resonant state if the pole is complex) of the interaction 
potential if other conditions are met. We therefore seek a representation 
of the scattering amplitude which explicitly accounts for the singularities 
of the amplitudes. Since we do not know a priori what the singularities 
are (i.e., we do not know what the interaction potential is) we will be 
1 5  
forced to make assumptions motivated by results of calculations which can 
be done. 
This approach was pioneered by Regge(5) who considered non-relativis-
tic potential scattering for a class of potentials which can be expanded as 
a superposition of Yukawa potentials. For such a class of potentials Regge 
showed that, for Re l> -1/2, the partial wave amplitudes are analytic 
functions in the complex ^-plane except for a finite number of simple poles 
all of which lie in the upper half-plane. We are therefore motivated to 
hypothesize that a relativistic scattering process will be describable by 
an amplitude with similar singularities. 
To make use of these assumptions we re-write Eq. 22 as 
1 P; (-z) 
F(s,t) = -  ^  J (2t+l)f(t;s) (65) 
c 
where the contour C is shown in Fig. 2 and f(t; s) is the analytic 
continuation of f (s) to complex values of That Eq. 65 is equivalent to 
'V 
Eq. 22 is easily verified by the residue theorem and by using 
Res t = n, an integer] = — (66) 
together wi th 
P^f-z) = (-l)"p^(z) . (67) 
We next distort the contour of integration to C as shown in Fig. 3 thus 
encircling the Regge poles; so we subtract off the contribution of these 
poles to get 
16 
N 2Q:^(S)+]  
(68) 
where we have assumed that ff&; s) has N poles, located at positions 
I  = oc^(s) W'l th 
p^(s) = Res[f(f,; s), i  = a^(s)] . (69) 
We take into account only those Regge poles such that 
Re[Q:^(s)] > -1/2 (70) 
Let us pause for a moment to consider, without going into any detail, 
what is usually done with the representation 68 so that the usual approach 
can be contrasted with the approach we will take. The first term on the 
right of Eq. 68 is referred to as the "background integral" and very l ittle 
is known about it in comparison to the second term, the "Regge term." For 
practical purposes it is desirable to somehow make the background integral's 
contribution negligible when compared to the pole term. One way of doing 
this is to analytically continue in z to large (unphysical) values and 
invoke crossing symmetry. For large z the background integral can be 
-1 /2  
shown to vanish as z ; while crossing symmetry relates large z in one 
channel to high energy in a crossed channel (such as the t-channel). Thus, 
for high energy, the Regge amplitude 68 is dominated by the pole term which 
takes on a simplified form from the large z behavior of the Legendre func­
tion. In ten years of Regge pole phenomenology countless papers have 
been published which use this technique and many successes can be claimed 
by the model along with several bothersome failures, it is undeniable that 
the model can be very useful for explaining a broad spectrum of experi-
17 
mental data. While the pole hypothesis is almost certainly an over­
simplification its simplicity remains as one of the principal advantages 
of the formalism and it is desirable to discover how far such an over­
simplification can be usefully exploited. 
In contrast to this method, we retain the representation 68 and 
restrict z to physical values. We cannot, therefore, reasonably neglect 
the background integral without some further justification. In fact, for 
z = 1 both terms in the representation 68 diverge as a consequence of the 
behavior of the Legendre function in the neighborhood of -1(6) 
As we would expect, the divergent part of the background integral exactly 
cancels the divergence of the pole term so that F is well behaved at z = 1. 
Representations which attempt to circumvent this problem, or others which 
we have not mentioned, are referred to as "modified Regge representations" 
though for the most part they are representations which manipulate 68 into 
more useful forms. In the next section we consider in some detail two 
such representations. 
The difficulty with 68 is that the pole term does not possess the 
same singularities as the correct scattering amplitude. The forward 
direction (z = 1) divergence is just one example of this; another is that 
the Legendre function has branch points at z = + 1 whereas the true ampli­
tude has a branch point at z = cosh § where 
P^(-1+26) = [log E + 7 + 2Y(v+L ) + it cot JT V3 •  (71) 
E. Modified Regge Representations 
(72) 
where p .  i s  a  parameter associated with the longest range force in the 
interaction potential(7,8). If we are to use a Regge type amplitude to 
describe the true amplitude it is evidentlv necessary for us to obtain 
an amplitude with, at the very least, the correct positions of singularities 
in the various variables. We therefore must manipulate the background inte­
gral in such a way that we pull out those parts which are needed to give 
correct singularity structure; we can then reasonably hope that we would be 
justified in neglecting what is left of the background. 
Several authors (9, 10, 11, 12, 13) have tried with varying degrees of 
success to cope with this problem, with Mukherjee (9) having made the most 
successful attempt in the author's opinion. The Mukherjee modification 
facilitates taking an almost arbitrary amount of the background and lumping 
it into the pole term. His representation is therefore more general than 
the others and contains the Khuri representation (10) and Regge representa­
tion as special cases. It is our intent to generalize the Mukherjee 
representation to arbitrary spin while at the same time showing a much 
simpler method of using it. As we shall see, Mukherjee works with the 
representation 68 and manipulates the background integral; this approach 
is good from the pedagogical point of view but leads to formulae which are 
unnecessarily complicated from the calculational point of view. These 
remarks will be re-emphasized later, after we have seen how Mukherjee 
modified the Regge amplitude and how his modification generalizes to 
arbitrary spin. 
The partial wave amplitude, f(t;s), can be split into a singular and 
an analytic part in the half-plane Re > -1/2 
19 
f(t:s) = s ;  or G(f'' ' >  (73) 
n n Q, 
where 
G(t,t) = 1 (74) 
and GWfl) is analytic for Re i ' > -1/2, Re & > -1/2 and where 
f(^/; s) is bounded on an infinite semicircle in the right half {/-plane, 
thus permitting the contour integral in Eq. 73 to be evaluated by closing the 
contour in the right half {/-plane. Subject to these conditions, Eq. 73 is 
an identity. 
On substituting Eq. 73 into the background integral of Fq. 68 we find 
1 P, (-z) 
c 
, G(a ,{,) P (-z) 
= - 2Î ^ 
n CI " 
where the new background term, I, is 
-l/2+|oo+e \ 
'  = .f ^ (75) 
-l/2-i=*e C 
and is of no further interest since we intend to neglect it. The first 
term on the right of Eq. 74 gives a contribution to the pole term which is 
arbitrary to the extent that G(Ofn# t) is an arbitrary function. It can be 
further simplified by using (6, p. 156) 
P„(2) = -^sln«z"rdx.£2S!lltitlZaM (76) 
^ (cosh X  +  z) ' / 2  
20 
for -1 <a < 0 . (77) 
Eq. 76 can be re-wri tten as 
P (,) .  .  ^  J dx ;  . (78) 
W2(2Q !+1) (cosh X + z) 
Because contour C satisfies Eq. 77 we can substitute Eq. 78 into Eq. 74 to 
find p 
- 57 X (79) 
(80) 
for |zj i  1 - e, e > 0 the x integration in Eq. 80 defines a uniformly con­
vergent function of t thereby permitting us to interchange the order of 
integration to obtain 
Combination of Eqs. 68, 74, 79, and 81 gives the most general Mukherjee 
representation (ignoring the background term) 
ït(2û: +1) 
F(s, t) .  -E P„ ( - Z )  
n n n 
- ^  J " (i: : - z,3/2 lyTiT'' 
We point out that to recover Eq. 68 we would take 
21 
2a +1 
G(an, l )  = (83) 
since tlie second term of Eq. 82 then gives zero; while the Khuri representa­
tion is obtained by taking 
(«n -
to get 
l )  = e 
ji {2Cù + 1  )  
F(s, t) .  -% « ''a 
n n n 
F («„+ 1/2) X 
^ } dx ^ ] . KA) 
^ 2  ^  ( c o s h  X  -  z ) 3 / 2  
A closer look at the representation Eq. 84 is In order. It is easy to see that 
Eq. 84 has the correct z-plane branch points and that the forward direction 
divergence Is cancelled. To see this we suppose that -1 < < 0 and use Eq. 
78 for the first term (we shall hereafter refer to the first term as the 
Regge term and the second term as the Khuri term). Then Eq. 84 becomes 
(a^+ l/2)x 
Since Ç 2s 1 for physical values of the center-of-mass system momentum, q^, 
the integral In Eq. 85 clearly exists for |z|^l and has the required z-plane 
2 2 branch point at 1 + jU /2q ^(cf. Eq. 72). By the principle of analytic con­
tinuation Eq. 84 also has these same properties. The unfortunate aspect of Eq. 
84 is that In addition to the desired z-plane structure we get an undeslred 
s-plane branch point arising out of the behavior of i^. In the s-plane. 
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2 ç(s) has a cut from to -co, a property which Is not shared by the true 
amplitude even though the partial wave amplitudes are expected to have such 
2 
a cut (1^)» As pointed out in Ref. (14) the cuts from -u to in the 
partial wave amplitudes are expected to cancel when the sum over all partial 
waves is performed. 
The latitude allowed by the Mukherjee representation enables us to 
obtain representations which have a variety of properties. For instance, 
we mi ght try 
(a - f 20: +1 V 
G(a„, (86) 
where v is a positive integer. Inserting Eq. 86 into Eq. 82 leads to 
*(2% +1) , E . . 
» • • ; • ir J '• n." 
_ J C Hv S i  nh X H (x, CKq, g, y) i  (87)  
'  TT  I  "  (eosh X - z)3/2 
where 
C£„ç+(1/2)x^(x-ç) 2a +1 V 
H(X, 0!^, I, v) = Res[ '  (88) 
For sufficiently large values of v it may be possible to damp out the 
background integral, Eq. 75, for a finite range of s. For anything but 
small values of y the evaluation of Eq. 87 is extremely tedious and it is 
unlikely that anyone will attempt to use Eq. 87 to fit any data using 
large (> 2) values of y. Using the previously alluded to method which we 
shall be discussing it will be a cinch to experimentally test Eq. 86 for 
arbitrarily large y or to test any other choice of G we may desire. The 
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complexity of Eq. 87 arises out of the necessity of integrating the 
function G ; we shall avoid this. 
F. Rotation Matrix Elements 
Before we begin our discussion of the description of scattering for 
arbitrary spin we shall assemble in this section a collection of some of 
the properties of the rotation matrix elements, d^,^(z). For physical 
values of J and z most of the properties can be found in standard 
references (15, 16, 17); but we shall also be interested in the properties 
of d^^^ (z) when considered as a function of complex J. Therefore, in 
addition to the usual properties with which the reader is probably already 
familiar we shall exhibit some lesser-known relations such as the generali­
zation of orthogonality to complex angular momentum. 
Adopting the phase convention used by Rose (15), we have the following 
symmetries 
"m'-m (%) 
= ''-ml' (90) 
= d;J^,(z) . (91) 
Symmetry 89 is not valid if J is complex, but 90 and 91 are. For physical 
values of J and J' we have the following orthogonality condition 
1 
^ dz (z) di' (z) = ^  6 m. (92) m'm m'm 2J+1 °JJ' 
which we shall later generalize to complex values of J' (See Eq. 122). 
Further relations, valid for physical J are 
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i dm'm '  ®' 
Vm ("' d J^fz) = «mn- '5^' 
m' 
The rotation matrix elements can be shown(17) to satisfy the hyper-
geometric equation 
I -z 
= -J(J+l)d^;'^(z) (95) 
where m', m, J, and z can be complex numbers. Because of Eq. 95 d^)'^(z) 
can be expressed as a Gauss hypergeometric function. With our phase 
convention we have 
drn'mfz) = (—) 
1 rr(J+m-i)r(J-N+i)  1 
)m' -m|l ir(J+N+l)r(J-M+l) ^ 
1/2 
x F(M-J, J+M+1; M-N+1; (96) 
where 
M = max (m'j m) 
N = min (m', m) .  (97) 
Because J appears only in the f irst two parameters of the hyper-
geometric function the function is an entire function of the complex 
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variable J (6, p. 68); thus the J-plane singularit ies of are 
explicit ly exhibited in the square root factor in Eq. 96, and are given by 
integral values of J-M for which 
N g J < M (98) 
or -M ^ J < -N 0 (99) 
In the z-plane the hypergeometrîc function has singularit ies at 
z = + 1, 00. Of particular interest to us is the singularity at z = -1 
where d^^^ diverges, the nature of the divergence depending upon the 
values of m' and m. For z = -1 + le, € > 0 but small, we have (6, p. 110) 
F(M-J. J+M+1 ; M-N+1 ;  1 - e) 
(M-N) i  
if M + N = 0 (100) r (M- j )r(J+M+l) 
0  0 0 , )  
subject to 
M - J ^ 0, -1, -2, .  . . (102) 
J+M+1 ^0, -1, -2, . . . 
Therefore we get 
"m'm + k) 
_ f ,  \N-m' rPfJ+M+l )r(J-N+l ) i '  
\ * /  Lr* / i^KLi.1 \'n ( 1.MJ.1 \'^ r(J+N+i)r(J- +i) r(M-j)r(J+M+i) 
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X <  
(- log e) i f m'+m = 0 
i f  m' +m > 0 
(103) 
(104) 
We wi 11 f ind i t useful to re-write Eq. 103 and Eq. 104 by using (6, p. 3) 
r(M'-j)r(J+M+i) = sin «(M'-J) (ma) 
So that 
1 / 2  
d ^ f-l+2e) = (,])N-m' rr(J"M+1)r(J-N+1)i sin 
m'm^ ^ ^ ^(J+M+l )r(J+N+l ) TT 
X < 
I  s 
(- log e) i f  m'+m = 0 (105) 
(m'+m-])i e i f  m'+m > 0 (106) 
Another form which could be used for analytic continuation in J and z 
dm'm(z) = ^ (2)C (JMJ+X jm«-m') 
À=-M 
(107) 
X C(JMJ+\|m-m) 
where the CIebsch-Gordan coefficients can be continued in J by means of 
the expression (18) 
1/2 C(J+a, b, J+c|d, e) = (2J + 2c + 1 ) 
r (2j+a-b-c)l (-a+b+c)i (j+c+d+e)i ( j+c-d-e)l -, 
^ (2j+a+b+c+l ) i  (J+a-d)J (j+a+d)i (b-e)l (b+e)l 
1/2 
21 (-1 )^^^^(J+b+c+d-v)t (j+a-d+v)l 
V vl(-a+b+c-v)l(J+c+d+e-v)l(j+a-b-d-e+v)l (108) 
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and where 
Quite a number of integral representations of the hypergeometric 
function are available (6, p. 114) and i t  would be nice to have a represent 
ation of d ^ which reduces to either Eq-. 76 or 78 when m' = m = 0 since 
m' m 
(110) 
Unfortunately, no such representation seems to exist. This may seem 
surprising to the reader so in support of this we point out an example of 
the diff icult ies we encounter in attempting to generalize Eq. 76 or Eq. 78 
to the rotation matrix elements. Suppose, for example, we tr ied to use 
Eq. 107 and employ Eq. 76 or Eq. 78 term by term. Because of Eq. 77 i t  is 
impossible to f ind a set of J values which permit all the terms of Eq. 107 
to be simultaneously representable by Eq. 76 or Eq. 78. Actually the 
problem comes in the f irst and last terms of the \-summation since Eq. 77 
applied to both the A. = -M and \  = +M terms results in 
Our application would require Re J ^ -1/2 depending upon whether physical 
J values are integral or half-integral, the equality holding for integral 
spins. Now, i f  |M| 2: 1 Eqs. I l l  and 112 cannot both be satisfied; while i f  
jM| = 1/2 they are satisfied only i f  -1 < J < -1/2 — most unfortunate. We 
thus conclude that generalizing Eq. 76 or Eq. 78 by means of Eq. 107 would 
be fruit less, even for m' =+ 1/2, m = + 1/2. 
-1 < J - M < 0 ( 1 1 1 )  
-1 <J + M<0. (112) 
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A look at Ref. (6^ p. 156) reveaJs that Eq. 76 is not derived from 
one of the standard Integral representations of the hypergeometric function. 
On the basis of the previous discussion It should not be surprising that 
attempts to generalize the derivation given in Ref. (6, p. 156) would be 
unsuccessful. 
Nevertheless, a generalization of the discussion of Section E requires 
an integral representation for d^^^ which can be employed in a manner 
similar to Eq. 78. We therefore choose a representation which is similar 
to Eq. 76. From Ref. (6, p. 114) and Eq. 96 we f ind 
J"" (cosh X + 
subject to 
(114) 
Re (M-J) > 0 
Re (j-N+1) > 0 .  
Next we consider a generalization of Eq. 92 
' ^  f dz ("5) 
-] 
where a is a complex number but J, m'j and m have physically possible 
values. The Integral Eq. 115 may be (or may not be) well known but I t Is 
certainly not abundantly found in the l i terature. We therefore shall 
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present some of the details of the calculation of Eq. 115. 
Using the differential equation 95, i t  is straightforward to show 
that 
(a-j) (cc-i j+l ) I 
z=- I 
From Ref. (17) i t  is also easy to show that 
dF = 5J(a-m)(a+m*I) (2) 
- |n/ (a+m) (a-m+l ) d^,"_j (z) (117) 
Therefore Eq. 116 becomes 
(a - J) (a + J + 1)1 
= (-^) '^^ (z) N (J-m) (J+mfl) (z) 
W (J+m) (j- im-l ) (z) ]  
z=l 
W (a+m) (a-m+1 ) dj^_,(z)} ] (118) 
z=-I 
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cc d , (z) is regular at z = 1 so the contribution from the upper l imit 
m'm 
vanishes because of the factor Jl-z .  At the lower l imit we shall f ind 
that two of the terms vanish while the remaining two combine, precisely 
which terms vanish or combine depending upon the values m' and m. We 
wil l  f ind, however, that the result is the same formula for all m' and m. 
Using Eq. 89 and Eq. 96 we get, for physical values of J 
Vm H ^  ("3) 
Now suppose that -m' < m < m'. From Eq. 119 and Eq. 106 we see that 
the f irst and fourth terms vanish since, for example, v/l+z d ^ , , vanishes 
m'm+l 
as (1+z)^ while dj^^ diverges only as (1 + z) To obtain 
the contributions from the second and third terms we need to calculate 
J-T. 2c 
G —» 0 
_l/2/ i\m'-mrr03-m'+l)r(3-m+l) sin a(m' - a) 
I" ' '  lr(a+m'+l)r(a+m+l) ^ jt 
X (m'+m - l)l c -0/2Xm'+m)(_,)J+2m'+m - ,^0/2)(m'+m - l )  
X 1 r(J+m')i(j+m-l)i i i /2 .  
^ '- I+m-l U W.l-m+ni r. l -miU-'  (m' + -1)11 (j-nH-1 ) I  (j-m' ) i  
1/2  / i^J-m' sin a(a-m')rr(2-m'+1)r(3-m+l)(j+m')i(j+m-l)l -, n^n 
I t  r(Q!+m' + l)r(c>;+tiH-l) (J-m')l (J-nH-I)l ^ ^ 
The corresponding l imit for the third term is found by replacing m by m + 1. 
Multiplying Eq. 121 by v/ ( j  + m) (J - m + 1 ) and the appropriate expression 
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for the third term by V (a-m) (a+m+l ) we f ind that the two terms combine 
giving 
1 
_ sin n  (Q-m' ) r F (Q"m' +1 ) r (c^~m+1 ) ( j+m' ) 1 (j+m) 1 -, ( ] ? 2 )  
7r(a-j) (a+J+1 ) TCa+m'+1 )r(o:+nrf I  ) (j-m' ) l (J-m)l 
The demonstration that Eq. 122 holds i f  m = + m' is similar to the above 
so we shall omit the demonstration and assert that Eq. 122 is valid i f 
-m' ^ m <: m'. 
From Eq. 107 and Eq. 109 i t  is clear that we could discuss particles 
with spin by using only Legendre functions of the f irst and second kind, 
P,(z) and Q, (z), i f  we were so inclined. It is also clear that the re­
sulting expressions could be, in some instances, much longer. The compact 
function d ^ (z) provides a considerable convenience but in some instances 
m m 
must be supplemented by the "rotation matrix elements of the second kind," 
e^,  ^ (z) which are analogous to Q,j(z). These e-functions are not widely 
used but i t  is the author's opinion that they should be as they greatly 
facil i tate some discussions involving spin. Therefore, to round out our 
discussion of the rotation matrix elements we present here a few of the 
important properties of e^j '^(z). 
The second solution to the differential equation 95 could be chosen 
in many l inearly independent ways. We motivate the definit ion of e^^^(z) 
by requiring that 
(123) 
and by noticing that d ^ (z) is a Jacobi Function III '  m 
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X p|m^.m|(m'+m)(2) (,24) 
We therefore choose e^i^(z) by an analogous expression involving Jacobi 
functions of the second kind 
e J  (z) =  r  ,)N-%rrfJ+M+1)rfJ-M+1) ]'/% j^0/2)im'-ml ^(l/2)(m'+m) 
m'm^ ^ *• ' '  ^r(J+N+l)r(J-(^1) ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ 2 ^ 
X (125) 
From mathematical references (6,19) and Eqs. 124 and 125 i t  is easy to 
derive numerous relations between d- and e-functions or between contiguous 
e-functions. Some examples of more useful relations are 
M-1)"'-%J.„ (z) (126) 
= (-I)'"'"'" (z) (127) 
sin it(J-m') cos jt(J-m') cos #(j-m') (128) 
G. Spin 
In this section we discuss in detail the Sommerfeld-Watson transform 
of a general helicity amplitude. We shall deal with the Mukherjee type 
representation and obtain f irst an expression similar to Eq. 82 and then 
proceed to obtain a representation for the partial wave amplitudes. This 
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latter calculation 1 be seen to provide an enormous simplif ication while 
at the same time ma k Jrtg explicit the correct properties, such as the 
signature character i istic. 
Consider a genieiral hell city amplitude given by i ts Jacob-Wick 
expansion 
In the summation J irsanges over physically allowable angular momentum values; 
namely, J ^ max (|(n® |, ^in|). We shall be suppressing the helicity labels 
on F and f j  in the •rfool lowing discussion in order to simplify the writ ing 
but these labels wi I I I always be understood to be m* and m. 
i t  would be cowwenFent to have the J-summation in Eq. 129 range over 
all integral or hal"ff^i ntegral values of J (depending upon whether m' is 
integral or half-inttoegral ) and indeed we can extend the lower l imit of the 
sum to zero or one-haal f , whi chever is appropriate. For J < max (|m' | , lm|) 
vanishes (Sees Eq. 96) so that unless f j  diverges too rapidly, 
which is not believecd to be the case (14), the product vanishes 
for these "nonsense' '  val ues of J. 
In order to "Reggei ze" Eq. 129 i t  is necessary to analytically 
continue f j(s) to carmplex J so that the summation can be re-written as a 
contour integral of analytic function thus permitting us to distort 
the contour. A rigorrous justif ication of such a step would involve us in 
a discussion of consi iderabl e length and would be inappropriate here. 
Most books on Regge Pforinali sm discuss this in detail so we shall use the 
results and refer thies interested reader to Ref. (14) for an excellent 
discussion and many references. 
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The f irst result which we need to consider is that f j(s) is an 
analytic function of J for Re J > -1/2 except for possible Regge poles 
and cuts. The number, types, and positions of Regge singularit ies are 
hypothetical; however, in analogy to non-relativistic potential scattering 
we assume that the only singularit ies in Re J > -1/2 are simple poles the 
positions of which have positive imaginary part and vary with energy. 
There is hardly a particle physicist who is wil l ing to give the pole 
hypothesis his unqualif ied endorsement since, in fact, there must be 
cuts(20), chough there is no convincing experimental proof of this. 
Secondly, ignoring possible subtraction terms i t  is possible to 
write a dispersion relation for f j(s) for physical values of J 
/ ,\m-m' 00 ( l /2)(m'-m) ,  (l/2)(m'+m) 
f,(s)= t i f- Jdz ( if) (Jf) 
:(=' to) 
X [Djs,t)eJ^(z) + (-1)J-m'Du(s,t)eJ,_^(z)] (130) 
Without considering all of the details of Eq. 130 we see that i t  
might be used to analytically continue in J. Unfortunately, the factor 
(-1)^ would continue to e""*^ which is not well-behaved in Re J > -1/2 which 
in turn results in a non-unique continuation (21). I t is therefore necessary 
to consider two functions f j(s) such that their analytic continuation 
f^(J; s) is restricted by 
f^(j; s) = f j(s) i f J- V is an even integer (131) 
f (J; s) = f j(s) i f J- V is an odd integer (132) 
where v = 0(y) i f  physical values of J are integers (half-integers). The 
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amplitudes f— are referred to as amplitudes of definite "signature." From 
Eq. 130 and Carlson's theorem (21 ) we see that there exists a unique analytic 
continuation of the amplitudes f^(s). Corresponding to these partial wave 
amplitudes we define total amplitudes of definite signature by 
F-(sjt) = S(2J + 1) f j(s) d^y^(J, z) (133) 
where 
z) = d^^^(z) ± (cos % m' -  sin « m' ) .  (134) 
The reader can easily verify that i f  J is a "wrong signature" value 
(J - V = odd integer for even signature, for instance) d^,  ^ (j, z) vanishes 
while i f  J is a "right signature" value the two terms in Eq. 134 combine 
to give twice the f irst, hence the additional factor 1/2 in front of the 
sum in Eq. 133* We also note that f j(s) vanishes at wrong signature J 
values but that the analytic continuation f^(j; s) does not necessarily 
vanish at these J values. Because d^,  ^ ( j , z) vanishes at all wrong 
signatures J values and at nonsense J values the summation in Eq. 133 can 
be taken over all values of J such that J - v 2 0. The total amplitude 
i  s given by 
F(s, t) = f'^(s, t) + F (s, t) (135) 
so i t  is sufficient to consider the amplitude F-(s, t) which, we have seen, 
have partial wave amplitudes which can be analytically continued in J and, 
by hypothesis, have only poles in Re J > -1/2. 
We are now justif ied in re-writ ing Eq. 133 as a contour integral on 
the contour shown in Fig. 2 
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F-(k t) = - -ij- J dj =' 
c 
and distort the contour to that shown in Fig. 3 by accounting for the 
Regge poles 
N (2a +1) 
F-(s, t) = -5 s si„ +m') V-m '"n' 
n=l n 
- ir I d J  5 " " )  
C 
where C l ies just to the right of J = - 1/2 i f  m' is half integral. We 
have suppressed the signature labels on o:^ and g^as well as the s dependence 
for convenience in writ ing, but we must keep in mind that 
= o:^ (s) (138) 
= 3^ (s) (139) 
since (s) is the position of the n^^ Regge pole of f—(J ;  s). 
Let us pause for a moment to see how parity comes into the discussion, 
since every Regge trajectory has not only definite signature but also 
definite parity. Eqs. 50 through 53 show how to construct states of definite 
orbital angular momentum, L, froni helicity states. The inclusion of signa­
ture means that L can take on only even or only odd values in an amplitude 
of definite signature so that amplitudes of definite signature and definite 
L are automatically amplitudes of definite parity. The upshot of this is 
that Eqs. 133 and T39 apply to amplitudes of definite signature and parity 
i f  we say that the parity labels on F—(s, t), f^(j ; s), a—(s), and g—(s) 
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are suppressed. To obtain the helicity amplitude from the signature 
parity amplitudes we note that the helicity amplitude can always be 
written in a form similar to Eq. 62 (which is applicable for spin zero 
spin one-half scattering). That isj a helicity amplitude of definite 
signature (only] is given by a sum (or difference) of amplitudes of 
definite signature and parity. Another way of seeing this is to note that 
any helicity amplitude can be expanded in terms of amplitudes of definite 
L rather than definite J. The definite L amplitudes, when signatured, 
have definite signature and parity and i t  is a tr ivial matter to re-
express the result in terms of definite signature and definite J. Hence, 
again, the expressions 133 through 139 apply to signature-parity 
amplitudes; which is another way of saying that in those expressions we 
can let J denote orbital angular momentum, in which case, only trajectories 
of a particular parity (determined by the signature) can occur for a 
given signature. This is a particularly useful fact since in practical 
cases an amplitude of definite signature and parity wil l have only one 
Regge pole I f we assume that only known particles can justify hypothesizing 
the presence of poles. For example, there is justif ication on the basis 
of known particles for only one negative signature-positive parity tra­
jectory Fn the 3r-p FsospFn 3/2 channel and that trajectory F s the A, (see 
0 
Fig. 4). Assuming that the 1/2* and 5/2* particles are not members of the 
same trajectory there is some evidence for two positive signature-positive 
parity isospin 3/2 trajectories, but this seems to be the most complicated 
problem which might be considered. I t is indeed fortuitous, though, that 
the Ag along with the (see FFg. 5) can be Isolated for study by usFng 
amplitudes of definite signature and parity. Because we intend to apply 
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our results to amplitudes which have only one pole (viz., the A or the N ) 
6 }• 
in the following discussions we shall assume only one pole -- keeping in 
mind that the most general amplitude would be represented by a sum on 
poles. 
Following Mukherjee we substitute 
f±(,. o _ P J) _J_ « G(J', s) 
f U' - J - a  + 2ni J dJ J  -  J .  
C 
into Eq. 137 to obtain 
-  5  P t i l fW) -z) 
(140) 
+ ' rJd.i G(=, J) -z): + '  ("•" 
J, sin 
where the background integral, I, which we shall ignore in the following, is 
given by 
' ° li; f ) "'mT-m'-'' 
£ - I  / 2+ i  00 
X J dj ' G(J' 7 (J' ? s) (142) 
C J - J 
By using Eqs. 113 and 134 we f ind from Eq. l4l that (with -m' < m < m') 
= - t" 'sir;u„.) {'-m k 
2'"' ( l/2Xii. '+m) 
-(-u —Ô— (-5-) 
2% ; 
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1/2  
X CH I  G (Q:, J)rPfJ+m'+l )r(J-m'+l )', 
J J - < %  , J T ( J - n H - l  ) r (J+n^l ) 
C 
±(~0^'^(cos îtm' -  sin #m') J dx 
2J+2m+1 
o 
(cosh X + 2) 
The J-plane singularit ies of the integrand of F.q. 143 are the pole at 
J = a and the nonsense J values for which J (real) > - 1/2. At the nonsense 
values the x-integrand is a smoothly varying function of energy and angle 
and we are rather inclined to lump these contributions into the background 
integral; i .e., neglect them. We could, in any case, explicit ly account 
for these singularit ies for a given function G (o!, j ) should we so desire 
but neglecting them enables us to carry the calculations further. 
If |z| ^ 1 - e, € > 0 we can interchange the order of integration and 
perform the J-integral i f  given further information about G (a, j). We 
assume that 
where Gj («, j) has the same analyticity properties as G (a, j) but is not 
of exponential order. Then for large values of | j j  the J-dependent factors 
G (a, J) = G^ (pc, J) (144) 
behave l ike expf-jf§ + log (2 cosh X  T z 
si nh^x 
)]} where the upper (lower) sign 
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applies to the f irst (second) term. 
The function 
h(x, z) = Ç + log [2 cosh x-z -j (145) 
sinh X 
is a monotonie function of x, having only one zero for a given fixed z. 
We define 7j and by 
h (7p z) = 0 (146) 
hOg, -z) = 0 (147-8) 
and observe that h(x, z) is negative (positive) i f  x> (<) 7^ while the 
same remark applies to h(Xj -z) i f  x > (<) 72» We therefore re-write 
Eq. 143 as 
X rr(a+m' + l  )r(a-m'+l )-, ,  ,, (sinh x) 
T(Q:-m+l )r(Q:+rTH-] ) ^ J .  
1/2 ^1 ,  . ,  x2a-2r>H , . ,\2m (cosh X  -  1 )  
/ .  xC%+m'+l (cosh X - z) 
„ ^2 ,  . . \2o!+2iTH-l ,  . ,\-2m 
+ (-l):"(cos %m' ) f dx ]  
(cosh X + Z)G+M +1 
,  ,,m'-m 2"^' i_z O/2Xm'-m) ,+z (l/a(m'+m) 
- (- ') Ô- (-y) (-9-/ 
2/1 ^ ^ 
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,  MnHx, -  2 .  
(cosh X - z) 
+ (-l)^'"(cos 3tm'-sin itm') T dx (cosh x 1 ) a (-z, x)}] (149) 
J (cosh X + z)" +' m -m 
^2 
where Hjf^(z, x) is the sum of residues at the singularit ies of Gj (a, J) 
in the region Re J < - 1/2 of the function ^ 
(sinh x)^^ 
(cosh X - z)J 
With regard to the singularity structure we make only a few brief 
comments. The terms in which the lower l imit of integration is x = 0 
provide the needed cancellation of the divergent part of d—, (a, -z) in 
^ m'm 
the forward and backward directions. That this is so is easily seen from 
Eq. 113 and an application of the principle of analytic continuation. Also, 
i t  is easily seen that the z-plane branch points of the representation 149 
have been moved away from z = + 1; however, i t  is hardly obvious that these 
branch points are in fact at z = + cosh |  as required by the total ampli­
tude. 
Eq. 149 is anything but compact despite the assumptions made and we 
are much inclined to find a simpler and more manageable expression. I t 
turns out that the partial wave projection of Eq. 149 is very simple i f  
we include a part of the background integral. The usual procedure which is 
followed in obtaining the partial wave projection is to multiply by an 
appropriate rotation matrix element and integrate from -1 to 1. The 
prospect of doing this with the representation 149 is not very invit ing 
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so we employ a different approach. 
We want to f ind partial wave amplitudes f j(s) such that the modified 
Regge representations can be expressed as 
F-(s, t) =^S(2J+1) f j(s) d^y^(J, z) (150) 
where the summation is over physical values of J. I t is important to 
note that even though Eqs. 150 and 133 appear identical they really repre­
sent two different partial wave expansions. Eq. 133 denotes the partial 
wave expansion of the actual scattering amplitude whereas Eq. 150 denotes 
that of the model amplitude. Thus, when we have a representation for 
f j(s) in Eq. 150 we can compare the model partial wave amplitudes with 
results of partial wave analyses of the data. Hence we shall not f ind i t 
necessary to reconstruct the whole amplitude. 
To obtain the desired partial wave projection instead of working from 
Eq. 149 we partial wave analyse Eq. 137 which we re-write here, for a 
single pole 
- 5i ; "J ) 
c 
Because of the signature property only right signature values of J appear 
in Eq. 150 and at these values d — (J, z) gives 2 d  ^ (z) so the partial m'nr '  = m'm 
wave projection of Eq. 151 must be given by 
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/ Jdz d^^^(z)F—(Sj t) J = right signature value 
- 1  
fj(s) = < (152) 
0 J = wrong signature value 
i f  the model is to preserve signature. As we shall see, the integral in 
Eq. 152 vanishes identically i f  J is a wrong signature value so the f irst 
l ine of Eq. 152 serves to fully define f j(s) for any physically allowable 
J value. Therefore we must calculate 
-1 
Vm(') J" i "53) 
- 1  c  
We want to interchange the order of integrations in the second term. This 
is justif ied since, on the interval -1 + 26 ^ z ^ l~2e, e > 0, the J'-
integral defines a uniformly convergent function of z. Taking the l imit 
as 6 0 ! s tacit ly implied when we write 
l-2e 
-l+2e 
1 r dj ' s) 
8i J sin jt(J '+m' ) 
C 
-l+2e 
(154) 
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Now 
' = f dz àjjz) -Z) (155) 
- 1  
- .k "J- .M dj.jz) 
-1 
+ (cos irm'-sin jtm') j  d z  c^^^(z) (z) (156) 
- 1  
From Eq. 122 this gives 
_2 sin n (o!-m') rP(c^~m'+1 )r(o^+nrH-] ) (j+m')I (j-m)!-! '^ 
TT (a-J) (a+J+l ) r(Q;+m'+l )r(Q:-n^l ) (J-m')1 (J+m)l 
X ±(-,)J-(cos ™.-sîn ] (157) 
So Eq. 154 becomes 
f+rel = (2Q:+1) 3 RRCA-m' + NRFG+nT^-LHJ+m')1 (J-m)l 1 
J 2(Q:-J) (A+J+L ) T(Q:+m' + L )r(Q:-m+I ) (J-M')i 0+M)l 
x[-i(-,)^-(cos 
+ J p HJ< (2J'+1 ;s) rr(J'-m'+I)r(J'+m+1) (j+m' )1 (j-m)lTl/2 
4jri J (J'-J) (J'+J+1 ) r (J'+m'+1 )r(j '-tm+l ) (J-m')i (j+m)l 
C 
X [1 i (-l)-'^' (COS .«.-sin , (158) 
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We now employ Eq. ]40 and neglect the new background Integral to get 
f±rO (2a+l) 6 prfa-m'+Drfa+m+I ) (j+m* )1 (J-m)!-, 
J  ^  ~ 2 (a-j) (a+j+1 ) T(o:+m'+])r(arm+l ) ( j-m')i (j+m)r 
x [ , ±  1  
, 3 f . (2J' +1 )G  (a, J '  ) rr(J' -m' +1 )T(J '  +m+l ) (j+m' ) i  CJ-m)i -i-^ 
43TÎ J (J'-J) (J'+J+I) (J'K3;) T(J'+m'+i)r(J'-m+1) (J-m')i (J+m)!-' 
C 
X [1 ± (-1) J+m' (cos «m'-sin am') (159) 
From the postulated properties of G (b, J') the contour C can always be 
closed in Re J' > -1/2 and since G(o:, J') has no singularit ies in Re J > 
-1/2 the singularit ies which we must consider are explicit in Eq. 159, and 
are the poles at J' = J and J' = a and the nonsense J value branch points. 
The background integral must cancel the branch point contributions so we 
ignore writ ing them. The contribution from the pole at J' = CC cancels the 
f irst term in Eq. 159 while in the J' = J term the P'-functions cancel so we 
get 
f j(s) = ^ [ I  ± (-1)^*^ (cos Ttm'-sin 3tm')] (160) 
Some comments on this result are appropriate. We f irst note that 
whereas i f  we partial wave analyze the exact signatured amplitude, then 
automatically f ' j(s) = 0 for wrong signature J values. I f, however, we choose 
a model amplitude, the signature property may or may not hold for the model. 
Thus i f  in Eq. 151 we choose to ignore the background integral entirely and 
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retain only the Regge pole term in our model, we shall f ind the model 
amplitude is not properly signatured. However i f  one adds to the straight 
Regge term that part of the background integral selected by the function 
G (o:, J)j but ignores the rest of the background integral, the arguments 
leading from Eq. 153 through Eq. 160 demonstrate that the new model 
amplitude has the same signature properties as the true amplitude. 
For r ight signature values, J = J ,  this gives K 
f i  (s) = p ^) (161 ) 
a - JR 
which enables us to calculate the "experimental" residue function 
(a - Jn)f^ (s) 
P(s) = R (,62) 
G (a, 
where in Eq. 162 f '^ (s) is the actual partial wave amplitude obtained by 
R 
direct analysis of experimental results. 
The f irst thing we notice about Eq. 162 is that the left hand side 
is J-indepsr.dent whereas all three factors on the right hand side depend 
on J. Thus we would really l ike to f ind G (o:, j ) such that in addition 
to the other requirements i t  should cancel the J-dependence in Eq. 162. 
As the J-dependence of f j(s) is not well known -- even experimental 1 y — 
the determination of a suitable G (a, j) is non-trivial. We shall return 
to this discussion in Chapter i l l .  
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H. Trajectory and Residue Functions 
In Eq. 162 we have seen how to determine from the data what the 
residue function Is, numerically^ at each data point. This of course 
assumes that the functions G ((%, J) andc:(5} have been determined In some 
other fashion. We shall now discuss how the trajectory function is 
determined experimentally and also point out what the anaîyticîty proper­
t ies of CK (s) and p(s) are. The "arbitrary" function G (CC, j ) must be 
chosen so that the J-dependence in Eq. 162 cancels so that i t  Is not really 
arbitrary but should instead be regarded as unknown. 
The analytic properties of a(s) and P(s) have been extensively dis­
cussed by many authors (7, 14, 22-31) with the main results being that: 
(a) Q;(S) Is a real analytic function in the s-plane cut from threshold to 
Infinity. A possible exception occurs when two trajectories intersect in 
which case there may be a branch point in the trajectories involved but 
the existence of such a branch point depends upon certain other conditions. 
(b) 3(s) has the same branch cuts as CK (s ) and is a real analytic function 
also. There is an additional branch point which comes from the presence of 
a factor (ig 12*^s34^"^ which many authors explicit ly factor out of P(s) 
leaving a "reduced residue," 7(s), which has the same branch points as 
a(s). 
To "experimentally" determine a(s) we note f irst that because of the 
necessity of introducing signature there wil l be resonances whenever 
Rea(s) - V = f '" ' '  i f  signature is negative (,63) 
"-even integer i f  signature is positive ^ 
(See Eqs. 131-132) Thus particles having the same quantum numbers but 
differing in spin by two units can be thought of as discrete points on the 
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Re a(s) curve and any function which reasonably interpolates between 
these points serve as an approximation to the function Rea(s) (See Figs. 
4 and 5) 
In an analogous manner we can determine points on the Im Q:(s) curve but 
the placement of the points is not uniquely determined as for Rea(s). The 
ReQ;(s) ordi nates are exactly known (0^ 1/2, 1, etc.) whereas the ordi nates 
of Im a(s) points are determined from the widths of the corresponding 
resonances. The widths of resonances are not exactly measurable — even 
i f  the term "width" could be uniquely defined (which i t  cannot) so our 
points for determining Im (% (s) are not well specified and i t  is not 
unreasonable to use an approximation in the theory to calculate the width 
from im o: (s). 
If a single pole dominates the process we see from Eq. 161 that near 
Re Q : = J the amplitude has an s-dependence which is dominated by the 
factor ^(s)_j • We let denote the value of s at the center of the 
resonance and J the spin of the resonant particle. The factor ^(s)Gj) 
is supposed to be slowly varying in the small neighborhood of s so we put K 
Since Re Q :(S) ~ J we make the expansion 
a(s) = J + (s - Sj^)a' (s^) + i  7(s^) (165) 
where 
(sp,) = [-^ Re a(s)] (166) 
:=:R 
7(SR) = [lm (,67) 
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From Eqs. i64 amd ] 65 we get 
+ [a' (So)]" 
f-(s) xTT • 068) 
(s-sp) + ' R' " ' a'(s^) 
This is the fan! l iar Breit-Wigner formula which leads to the identif ication 
7(s ) 
* (169) 2 a' (s%) 
where r is the -fuul 1 width at half maximum of the resonance. Since Re a (s ) 
is fairly well knnown i t  is a simple matter to determine o:' (s ), while p K 
can be found in tthe Rosenfeld table  (32) .  in Fig. 6 we show values of 7(s^) 
calculated from 0Eq. 169 for the A. and N trajectories. The straight l ine 
0 7  
is obviously af^sirly reasonable f i t to either set of points, especially 
when we recall tzhat the points themselves are not very well determined. 
Spector(23) has considered these two trajectories In some detail and f inds 
' •  
that assuming 7Cs5) to be l inear leads, through dispersion relation 
calculations, to 
s-s 
Re a{s )t = y\ + Bs - ^(s - s ) log (—%^) (170) îT o 's,-s I o 
the where s > s^, Sj :> s^, and k, B, Sj are real constants and s^ is 
threshold value «o'.f s. Eq. 170 applies to either a^(s) or a^^s) (the values 
of the constants iare, of course, different for A, than for N ) and is 
0 '  
found to be a be-trter f i t  for the Re Q:(s) curve than is a straight l ine. 
Nevertheless, a sitraFght l ine f i t for both the real and imaginary parts 
of both trajectori ies is reasonable and in the numerical work which we 
describe in the naext chapter we have taken 
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a (s)  =  (0 .15  -  i0 .  135 )  +  (0 .90  +  iO . ]35 )s  (I7I)  
a^is)  = - (0 .9  +  iO .  135)  +  (O .92  +  iO .  135 )s  (172)  
A common speculation is that all Regge trajectories have Re o:(s) 
curves which are exactly or very nearly parallel, as is obviously the 
case for a^^s) and a^,(s). The reader may be tempted to speculate that 
the same might be true for Im a (s) since Fig. 6 strongly suggests the 
probability of this at least fora^(s) anda^(s). Such is not, unfortunately, 
the case as can be shown by plotting Im 0:^, (s). Even though (s) has only 
two particles the values of Im Q:^,(s) are easily seen to disagree with 
"parallel imaginary spin." This shows that it would be too speculative to 
assume any form for lma:(s) that is not justified by at least a few points 
even though it would not be too speculative to assume "parallel real spin" 
curves even given only a single particle for the trajectory. The point we 
are driving at is that it makes sense to say that a^^s) anda^(s) are known 
functions whereas none of the other elastic resonance trajectories are known 
except at one or two points. Thus, at the present stage of experimental 
research we are limited to the study of a^(s) anda^(s) for elastic pion-
proton scattering. 
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III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter we show the results of some preliminary numerical cal­
culations and give our interpretation as to the prospects of future, more 
extensive, calculations. The data we use is the latest Lovelace (33) phase 
shift analysis since it is generally agreed that it is the best available 
plon-proton elastic scattering phase shift analysis. 
We shall treat the phase shift data as though it were exact, and this 
will result in our having to ignore certain features which appear in our 
calculations. For instance, an exact phase shift analysis would have all 
partial waves contributing except at threshold where the L = 0 partial wave 
dominates. The Lovelace analysis uses some vanishing partial wave 
amplitudes up to energies well above threshold. The resulting kinks in 
the amplitudes can be regarded as a consequence of the statistical uncer­
tainty in the data. 
With regard to the function G(ct,j) we might try a couple of approaches. 
We can arbitrarily choose a function and see how well it works. If we are 
lucky, we might find that our inspired choice nearly cancels the J-depen-
dence in Eq. 162. An alternative to this approach is to attempt to infer 
the J-dependence of the partial wave amplitudes. This approach is not 
feasible because of the limited order of partial wave amplitudes needed to 
fit the data presently available. The Lovelace analysis employs S through 
G waves (five partial wave amplitudes) and because of signature this means 
that for fixed energy we are given only two or three (at most) different 
values of fj— regarded as a function of J—hardly enough to be of any 
value in determining the form of an unknown function. 
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what we have done îs to try only a few of the simpler choices for 
which have been suggested by Mukherjee and also to inquire into the 
possibility, in principle, of ever finding a suitable function. Our 
criterion of success or failure of a particular choice of G(a,j) is a 
visual comparison of the curves obtained by plotting the right hand side 
of Eq. 162 for the possible values of J. Because we are considering the 
and trajectories, which are both of negative signature, we have only 
two curves to compare, J = 3/2 and J = 7/2. Therefore, the extent to which 
the two curves overlap is a visual measure of the correctness of the choice 
of G(Q;,J). Except where noted, the curves shown apply to the A. trajectory. 
0 
Since PCs) is a complex function of the real variable s, each choice 
of G(a,j) gives us two pairs of curves to compare and Figs. 7 and 8 show 
the real and imaginary parts of the "calculated" residues assuming 
= &TTTT ("73) 
We know that the form 173 cannot be correct because it does not have any 
left hand s-plane cuts. However, since it represents the usual Regge model 
(corrected for signature) it is of interest. The data shown in Figs. 7 and 
8 are, as expected, not satisfactory from the standpoint of J-independence 
but we do notice some resemblance between the different J value data and, 
as we shall see in the next example, the results could be much worse— 
even for an apparently more reasonable choice of G(Q:,j)i 
Another example of interest is 
G(a,j) = (174) 
which corresponds to the (signature corrected) Khuri representation. This 
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is known to give the wrong threshold behavior in the imaginary part of F(9) 
but was nevertheless originally proposed (10) as an improvement over the 
usual Regge form. Figs. 9 and 10 show how this wrong threshold behavior 
shows up as apparent discontinuities in the J= 7/2 data. There are no 
discontinuities but only very steep slopes (kinks in the data are also 
partially responsible for the sudden vanishing values). For the real parts 
we again notice some similarity between the data but for the imaginary 
parts the data are decidedly different. 
The form 174 seems plainly to be a very bad choice of G(a,j) but we 
might consider trying 
= e  ,  r  075)  
where v is some positive integer, say v = 3 for example. We are tempted 
to try 175 on the grounds that the second factor might serve to damp out 
the background integral. Figs. 11 and 12 show the results of assuming 
the form 175 and there is l ittle need of comment except to point out that 
there is little qualitative difference between v = 3 and v = 0 (Eq. 174). 
Still another function we might try is 
^ ('7^) 
where 
g(a) = exp{-(a + l/2)§, + i exp[-(a + (177) 
cosh §j = 1 + \i-^/ . (178) 
This form has the correct threshold behavior(9) and is thus our first real 
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attempt at finding a suitable G («_, j). Figs. 13 and 14 show the resulting 
curves for the special case = m , where m is the mass of the rho-1 ^ p p 
meson, and v = 3* In these figures we see that the threshold behavior looks 
good but the lower J-value curve is greatly enhanced. This could be of 
help to us in attempting to find a more suitable choice of G(G,J). 
We might ask what the prospects are for finding a suitable G(G,J)j and 
what it might be expected to look like on the basis of the data. The only 
experimental handle we have on G(a,J) is through Eq. 161 which involves the 
product P(s) G(Q:,J). 3(S) is usually considered to be a fairly smooth 
function so a plot of PG might give us hope or discouragement depending 
upon whether the result indicates slow or rapid dependence on either of the 
variables s or J. if we recall that G(ci:,J) must be analytic for Re a > - 1/2, 
Re J > - 1/2 we note that G(GjJ) should not have peaks or valleys. Since 
we have only two J values to study we cannot make any firm conclusions in 
this regard, especially if we consider that P(s) influences the curves in an 
unknown manner. Thus the only case for which we could draw any certain 
conclusions would be the case of unreasonably rapid variation with s in 
which case we could conclude that a suitable G(cc,j) could not be found. 
Figs. 15 and 16 show experimental plots of PG and Figs. 17 and 18 show 
the same data plotted in terms of magnitude and phase. Figs. 19 and 20 
show magnitude and phase curves for the trajectory. The phase data show 
only those points for which both magnitudes are significantly different from 
zero since we do not want the arbitrariness of the phase of a function of 
zero magnitude to influence our judgment. The phase data shown does not 
exhibit any particularly striking features and no significant conclusions 
can be drawn from Figs. 18 and 20; these figures are included for complete­
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ness. In Figs. 17 and 19 we note some interesting behavior. 
In the isospin 3/2 data we notice very smooth behavior except that the 
2 J = 3/2 data has an inflection point near s = 3*6 BeV . it is very in­
teresting to note that this inflection point is at the same value of s for 
which Re a^^s) = 7/2. We remind the reader that the resonances on the 
A.-trajectory have spin = Re «(s) = 3/2, 1/1, 11/2,...thus this inflection 
0 
point occurs at the position of the first recurrence! The interpre-
0 
tation of this is not clear to us but it is definite evidence of a corre­
lation between the partial wave ampl itudes and the function a(s). 
One type of behavior which we would predict from the model is also 
exhibited. Because of the factor (u - j) multiplying the experimental par­
tial wave amplitude we expect that in the region where Re ct < J our data 
should exhibit threshold-like behavior and where Re o: > J we should get 
noticeable non-threshold behavior. Both the J = 3/2 and the J = 7/2 data 
clearly exhibit this. 
The isospin 1/2 data. Fig. 19, is not so smooth as the isospin 3/2 
data but we must remember that the data has uncertainties which we have not 
indicated. We might have expected the isospin 1/2 data to be somewhat 
bothersome: the jt-p process has been a thorn in the side of many Regge 
theorists. in this case, however, the data does not look too bad. Apart 
from the peculiar behavior below Re ct = j the data is fairly smooth. We 
do note that the J = 3/2 data does not become appreciably non-zero until 
after Re a = 3/2 and the J = 7/2 data shows a tendency to dip at Re o: = 7/2. 
It is unfortunate that the data does not extend somewhat higher so that we 
could look for an inflection point in the J = 3/2 data and also notice if 
the J = 7/2 data begins to rise rapidly in a manner similar to the 
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J = 3/2 data. 
From di I of this it appears that the data is a very sensitive indicator 
of the correctness of a given choice of G(a,J) and that having the correct 
positions of singularities in the s-plane is not sufficient. The correct 
form of G(<%;J) is probably unique. if it cannot be found by future in­
vestigations the alternatives are: (a) the single pole model is too simple; 
or (b) the background integral cannot be made negligible. At present we 
are not willing to accept either alternative as being likely, but we are 
least inclined to accept alternative (b). In the author's opinion there is 
reason to believe that a single Regge pole could be used to quantitatively 
describe a signature-parity amplitude for direct channel, low to intermediate 
energy scattering. 
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